
Cadbury Commonwealth Games Leverage 

Capital devised an aggressive consumer media program to reinforce the brand's sponsorship of the 
Manchester 2002 Commonwealth Games. This was driven by Cadbury community and Baton runner 
stories, celebrities, events and competitions. Including an exciting array of Cadbury Games 
merchandise, event ticket and chocolate giveaways through printed media, radio competitions; 
interviews/audio features with Cadbury sponsored athletes; and local television presence whenever 
the Baton passed through significant Cadbury site en route to launch the games. A dedicated 
consumer Cadbury showcase at the Manchester Sport City site, including chocolate sculpting, was 
designed to maximise the Cadbury experience for all visitors.  

Capital designed a 50 Days of Cadbury public relations program, with the aim to produce one 
Cadbury story/piece of coverage for every day of the QJBR until the Baton arrived in Manchester. The 
reality was that coverage was far greater, because Capital had implemented an advance radio 
program with an audio feature interview starring Andy Cosslett, CTB Managing Director, and Denise 
Lewis, the Cadbury-sponsored gold medal winning heptathlete, plus a radio competition in every 
region that the baton passed through to give away a giant 5kg block of Cadbury Dairy Milk that had 
been signed by both Denise Lewis and Dean Macey (Cadbury sponsored decathlete). In addition to 
this radio cover a press release was issued to the print and broadcast media every day of the relay, 
highlighting a Cadbury story/runner of the day. Capital sold these stories into the local and regional 
press, and often national also, and the stories were written by local and regional newspapers, and 
picked up by radio stations throughout the regions. A number of celebrities and sport-stars carried the 
Baton on various legs of the tour, and press attention at these points was exceptional. Capital 
ensured that these stars included Cadbury and Commonwealth messages in their interviews, and 
coverage was optimal.  

The PR program for Games-time centred on the eye-catching Cadbury showcase dome, and 
including interactive exhibitions such as professional chocolate sculpting and giant plasma screens 
showing footage of great QJBR moments around the UK. The chocolate sculptor, Anna Blackmore, 
sourced and retained by Capital, rose to the challenge of carving a replica of the new Manchester City 
stadium out of quarter-tonne of Cadbury Dairy Milk chocolate in eight days, and it was unveiled by 
Coronation Street stars and a Manchester City FC football player to much applause. The sculpture 
was donated to the Francis House Children's Hospice to be used for their fundraising efforts. 

Throughout the Games, Capital held Cadbury events and autograph signings in the showcase dome, 
with stars such as Shobna Gulati from Coronation Street who appeared with members of her Peshkar 
theatre group; Macolm Hebden of Coronation Street who played the famed 'Norris Cole' the Games 
volunteer on the series; former Manchester City FC goal keeper Alex Williams MBE who appeared 
because the stadium will become home to his alma mater; Cadbury sponsored gold-medal winning 
heptathlete Denise Lewis; Cadbury sponsored top-rated British decathlete Dean 'The Machine' 
Macey; Cadbury sponsored English rugby team star Jason Robinson; former world-champion 
Canadian sprinter Bruny Surin; UK public favourite Sally Gunnel; and others.  

Capital also managed the press enquiries as they came in from the Media Centre, and worked in 
conjunction with Cadbury's press manager to ensure all Cadbury coverage and quotes were positive 
and on message.  

Cadbury hailed the Games as a success in terms of sponsorship and coverage, and were 
exceptionally pleased with the Capital program and results.  

 

  

 



 


